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TWISTED

She said her story
She heard a story
She ‘shed’ hair story 
She made his story
He wrote History:

Hope… goose-step*

And then he stooped
And we are, still

*History by Bill Knott  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BY SO MANY DEAD WOMEN

my whole life’s been miscarried
i’m the carriage and the wheel bin - where you put the ones unrunning

i am not running
will not be running

i will walk up first to greet you see this, hear

i am every woman institution : the one to be realized outside 
i am every woman’s future : the one to bleed outside and then die
i am a ladder fig tree climb up slide

who has a god in all my bodies

i will not be televised
storified 

the glory in my cunt shines forth

the glory is my cunt - cohort
on every page of every book - i get it, only ask me
i cannot be schooled to die
i came before ink leather trees and lines
i came from cosmos swirling

look : my gods beyond a gender 
and i do not call it father
and this model has enslaved us
and this model haunts and maims us

while we christian hop to ease-dom

in the genesis : a fearful man
and later full : barbarians : transcribers
in their likeness likened god against creation

with their weeny fortune eyes 

my father was a mercenary, drunk then cop
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who lives in south america
i still love him

but his rule of order kills life
so its time to step across it

the cross in five points twisted can be star
the pleiades as mentioned 7 - one always within

between the one ahead, the one before 
the center of the other 6 dimensions

we are more than just a T-shape
i am worn out from the angles

i am worn out by the savior seeking beasts 
who jizz all over safety

the penis gates of heaven
will be burned down my witch 
stake using alchemy and god’s 

grace that i saved up
scrubbing toilets and cocksucking
on my way up to the boardroom
but his company was doomsday
and his dragon breath : just money

and the revolution will be paid
by rich white men with conscious 
if they have one, it is show-time cuz
the rest of us are broke  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HOW TO STAY SWALLOWED  

 
Three days since I’ve seen the sun,  
two days since I’ve missed it  
Squinting less and always warm,  
whale blood as brook. It boils  
 
Swimming? Later. Sinking first:  
South Pacific wisdom, giant chicklet teeth
Fountainhead? Steaming slide
The oil: grease for speed  
 

Digest acid ditch your clothes  
Blubberduh for soap  
Seafoam rinse gargle spit

 
All clean! But bored? Try diving  
for loose spinal cords, monkey  
barring giant ribs, seduce a half  
dead squid for ink–Warhol out  
 
Some flesh 

Oh yes, if raised on glass-fed 
cows–puffin beaks your meat 
 
might get wrapped in sea stars  
start to sag or clump or cake  
Get caught in cans or tampon  
Buns. Your pores may flood  
 
Counting’s all it takes  
To trust the waves  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To set in place  
To fall asleep?  
 
Not easy  
Here’s a trick: lullaby the tongue  
to sleep, slip inside its biggest  
Slit: a storage spot for dreams  
 
Last night: 
A wooded coast,  
Amber tsunami, tiny  
Mites with rolling eyes  
A shaded tree jewelry  
 
I woke up bright and starving  
ripped apart a pelican and 
scooped out floating minnows 

Interrupted by a wave, like stew  
 
Gluey tails, translucent heads  
 

Just nurse the nearest flopping limb
Nurse on it once it's sealed  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ODE TO THE CHERRY OF MY CIGARETTE 
 
You start so simply but you’re precious:
Hymen sniffed and hunted through the air

A firefly at every party, relay-race baton
A hot potato micro-comet sinking sheets
You crater skin. 
The paint and brush of teenage pranks, 
A desperate corner’s weapon

You are infrared, a silent blue 
Fluorescent glowing life
in sucks and flicks
The star of every
working minute
stinking 
lateness
 
Sacrificed for faceless moms,
angry sisters, phantom Sunday buses, 
smeared across cement, on rubber soles
saving half of what was promised –
 
And taunting me with ghostly stench 
until relit, you spit back any gravel
What extinguished you, cherry red:
tossed aside still burning
hollowed at the filter, is it 
better being squeezed with leaves 
you’ll never touch, trailing from behind
Or less poetic–
Having all your lights
smashed out at once? 
 
Does it depend on the mouth?
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Whose fingers you might burn?
I ask you now, inching towards my face
your tail relentless, endless, shaped
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WHY I CAN’T READ MOBY DICK
BY MY BLOWHOLE
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IF I’M A LIZARD 
KING CAN I DO ANYTHING?

For lizards, green shaded skin

Men, blue tortoise socks

Side eye rep
tile crumpled
Site I  human be
came first reeds
the others cedars

Peter used to say:
One leads the others leaders

Having been by then 
a leader lizard oak
tree too before that
even gray

So now how to spot
Or which I can say 
when a comma’s:
 

missing

upside down

and where?

if a comma’s made to fit
instead of mirror the text before?

For me it’s in the pupils: breathing
check dilation, how much
space they need

Did I say got a cat? Month or so ago
Certificate freaked me out: Franklin Prusa
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Name like that, his before ours
blue ribbon border ughk 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A PROMISE ONE YEAR LATER CAN'T BE BROKEN–IT'S REFLECTIVE
NOT REFLEXIVE, TAG THIS 'IT'!
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INTERVIEW WITH GRAVEDIGGER MY GRANDMOTHER NEVER HAD
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OIL ON ATLANTIC

Eliza Eliza  Eliza
Eliza Eliza  Eliza

ELIZA!

Where what head
You’re in now?

I’m down: 
another boyfriend
Front row seat: Anne Waldman’s c/hair
Epistolary reading you came up first last night in Bushwick
You and Stephen: filling gab below a spruce
Spanish xmas Catalan? Official holidays
Or will you see grand / mother Romania this year?

No but really
What’s up with getting old? Not 
Seeing better taller longer
Seeming worse
A problem in the ‘I’s?
I look okay actually
Today, not so great– clean puff hair
Forget a bra all wave, no lines 
Sack of denim, bleach 
My mouth still    boiled eggs    scrambled urn
Drinking much these days? I’m still
Not just smoking always thirsty

Semantically, detached

Kidless mom like me, you

Obsess on right creation–crunching time effect self shelf
resting newborn sphincter 
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Maintenance constipates–José asked me to run last week lol

On going longing logging progress
Impetus as assault: daily weapon piled salt [re: too much smoking] daily weaponry* 
Dry whipped onto stage. No pre/re view 
Right?

Moten re: shame––riveted with yourself, with what makes you different––fear of being riveted. 

Nothing captivates like scabies. Until pneumonia. Until orphan. Until bedbugs. But
I didn’t birth the bugs, 12-foot petri gum or glass splat! eggnog
I had hosting fantasies, grown-up dinner parties, mistletoe as crown

I followed dirt
Still do

Made a carpet
Allow it  Dr. it

You & lice I told Emily your soon friend in flight NYC to Spain

June bug jumps
Question dots till answered
Thought unless directed or just caught

Love whatever,  
my itchy leg to yours 
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LONG MAN POEM

ON

(pointing) Woman-beast! No wait, a sphinx
Weightless tit and glare-free eye: transfixed
A head: Gustav dear sir, man mat made
NASA: how long must I hold this pose?

Gangrene toe, court death, be kind
Drop all ten dedos down the sink and wave
No need to look! 

The controposto men are melting!
The controposto men are pizza!
The controposto men: gestapo?

Sand fly, quick! Glue! Flop no tree pose, master
Here:all  rest on, end with, come same clump
Fingerprints all over
top row snailed, wrist river dam  turn elbow dump
Hand made for clamping only thin: twig, wires, whips and brush

St. John saw Christ coming
Said he did, told everyone.
And then his eyeballs sank
And then his cheeks, lips drained apart
Bronze bath? Well, who came first? agape

My torso state's? Intentional, 
saber-toothed-conveyed. 
Who needs a head? Please
READ MY LIPS No LEARN THE TRADE:

J.P. Morgan, first MacCameron, “Rodin’s big head”
“Here.” [The MET]. 

Poor Rose, War Rose, Dead Beuret
Chavannes in Becker’s place: impression float at 31
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twice widowed mate
2 momless, paints

too light for any ism
The shepherd’s song, as cover, crime: 
hands-free ghost leg carved and signed 

2 old girls break or waiting on the ‘Fallen Caryatid Carrying an Urn’
One grins, flattens lips and swipes em’ red
One fists a wide scale black shell bag

A sign says, ‘It took 7 years to cast Balzac’

I cast off–Vangogh!
Red and faster, portrait bleeds to nose
pink and thickest line blots your lobe
Sunflower calls–A world!–from bed
to Cypress, Iris, Orchard row, garden
outreached hand, dad, ochre scraped as bush
First step? Tool down

Don’t care. None are Michael Angelo

Rock stand slouch, hand-vising woman  
over text, brow: not him either

‘School world Heroic Male Nude’

See how big his hand is? No proportion, depicting

Ancient steroid grass, snarling backs, iron shelves
‘Not one to waste paper...draws on student work’

Blueprint framed, mounted trapezoid: ‘Divine Head’ 
3 days short of 89 Other’s only 40?
Muscles pull lengthwise pointing forward
Like this unseen sistine chapel
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Strong nose, prominent chin, more wrinkles for the priestess=‘Gravitas and strength’

Brutus bust side eye side I sighed eye poof!
Curley queues muffled over ears

Caracolo rapist jock strap
Thank God: color
Cupid kissing Venus

Cupid cup-sucked Venus
Spud foot, limb crease, no slit dough
The milkiness, the blue silk though
Fuck, red pops here too, Vangogh
Bouquet as ribbon hair weave

Because I had no pants
Because I paid no rent
Because I bought old milk:
Homeless in America

Housemate can’t be shhhh’d
Podcast: girl scouts, boy scouts  
important I am listening

2 pack orange tic tacs,
Laminated Brooklyn map:
Extras in my ex-stuff bag
Emptied, sheet flopping over dresser

Familiar voice in shower
Post-shit on Trump:
Mugabe singing old war tune
Mugabe man my dad fought you
Mugabe man since 1980
Mugabe man sounds desperate, crazy
Zimbabwe was Rhodesia white before at peace? 
Now what? Mercenary, martyr, maniac
Best of both–why not all three?
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Charm for change hoard money flee

Matless yoga London English
dunking sex gaze all 6 (?) students
Rayon ladder up her calves

Fall swamp gutters, dad
Slips, hangs off porch
I watch, white curtained 
door–am still. Found footing
neighbor, jumped, who knows?

Depends for Men: Underpads
Instructions: Slip on. Slip off. Repeat in French
Gray terry, soft. Chin-down beefcake lingers, clad
On box. Adderall No shit No Stock

Next week? We'll text 

ANALYZE TO CAP: Post break-up ‘0-1-4, 
Me: You can’t love anyone if you hate yourself 
J: You are so afraid of men

Basketball spanks platform
backpack print of burning $20s
1-1-2–Brandon’s grandma 
hated last 2 decades

Tan Carhartt reads off kindle 
fork-combs  hair tunnel  squints to book
Relook
Under Armour aqua tufts
outerwear for winter too 
Lo-fi filter Swedish groom  
Hawaiian silk, 2 shades azul 
‘Dumb though  for a wedding right? His friend
Pets yoga french girl, rouge charcoaled Sam I’d never seen 

Uh, please I don’t like it
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I GOT I GOT I GOT I GOT
Kendrik so bass @ Molasses books
American, Brit talk poetry kind of fight

salt pocket tailoring
YOU’S A BITCH
Ex returns for tights, umbrella
Pivots: white headphone outline
Bouncing squares ahead of me 

Sorry, too single couple, parent, stuffing thanks though
Shadowed street light hand: duvet over stanza

Top Crate of books: ‘ONE BUCK’ black sharpie
Dulled during cross-out, drained before the ‘C’ 

Not as arrival
But setting out first book
Next I launch into what?

 excited.

Have You Seen? by David Thomson:
Tall thick spine, bright pink book
I care about color, weight stoned or not
If text is even, and:
The space between letters is a quarter of the space between words
And the text is written horizontally down the spine
And the side margins = the space between words + the space between letters
And the end margins combined = a quarter of total spine length
And the text is white on black or black on white, like 

I CHELSEA GIRLS  I  EILEEN MYLES I

The title and author are equally clear and as legible
as Thomson’s, though not as eye-catching on the shelf. 

Humble poem for Kungfu caps:
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Beret-ed author: I’m 24, 25 in January

Kenny,
I wanna be you, with you too
night long Roman candle spirit fragment drama sonic product or
Platonic boombastic? distraction

we went to Trader Joe’s

Barista gift: candle caked
Ash grease bath–grin heavy
On my lashes flick blink oh. thanks

Further up: ‘THE NOVEL’
By a Schmidt most catching 
bc huge: white text on green
Biggest spine on shelf
White book comes close–
Sparse pink, black text
Though illegible from here

Pre-thanks hunt for dark red tapestry
Housing Works shut hours early
Gusted towards Chipotle 15th
Wrong way Think Coffee guilt, no single/tip 
Redemptive seat: We’re closed now folks

UO–nothing for wedding, haircut early 
Malvina: stepson, husband, daughter 
Now search more room in Queens. 
Rebecca, 60, gone, no words: LA, I think last week
Happy Holidays on 6th 3 trees left

How tall are / must we be?
Size of anyone’s looming shadow

no one’s around
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no one’s aroused?
Eating turkey gumbo outta paper cup
2 writers, missing pen = how a poem’s co-authored. 

Command as Come on, dear:
I lapped a full 180
Ribbon: start and finish in both hands
Arms outstretched to steady, so long as
Neither tears or numbs or freezes, burns or
Melts, explodes, gets swallowed, buried 
while I sniff near ground for tools–
Hold blank down with my free foot
Lead straight in front row teeth

Look my pumpkin, sweet’art–
Writing straight out my head here

‘Work in Progress: Residential’ 
Black block print on white glue sign
Glass wind no two windows:
Close left, far right of wooden door
No, actually both mirrors.

Smoking Hana Naturals 
meat-free tube for Rachel
3 minutes post-thanksgiving 

2 men pass: 
One thomps! Ear piece horn behind me
One pencil limbs past progress sign and is quicker. He is silent. 

MINING FEELINGS
No-blood cleats down Flushing Ave
Static bus, vacant blinking:  EMERGENCY CALL POLICE
Doubt instead clink fast towards growing couple
Graffiti, speech, page–okay. Feet? 

Whatever touches street. 

MINDING GAP
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Week–last, aka ‘Everywhen’
Sweeping sky, room: aboriginal 
Central Park, dark through pane
Despite the sun, despite the name

Yarn holds iridescence, map lines, graving
Necklaced: Yarn is hair string

Blood lets re: Bush Hen dreaming–
Red, purple, hints of orange 
3 to 4 lines black orphan petals
Out no central: trees together leaves from many
Ground as life  let or spill

‘MY COUNTRY’
Doreen Ried Nikamara–Marrapinti:

Pint pint pint
Line point down

Across canvas, lightest shade brown

MY COUNTRY
Tightrope gray, pink head, figure
Green eye halved, bowling stack
Pin down squinting blue
beyond rope far flat plane?

Cross-hatch blue on peach
3 eyes²: blank, crossed, crowned

Blank: underlined with asterisk
Crossed: overlined as brow
Crowned: each iris, down

AUTUMN RHYTHM–3-1 POLLACK
Pock pock gush 
squirt mesh drip 
Face day–
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Ghost cobweb fleece  
moss soft gloss lace
aqua mud through all

RAINBOW
Self-made stripes 
Drain peach offsite or:
I left US, 18, to Brisbane

AMERICAN
Butterfly tattoo 
Pastel Brainard gorgeous 
Briefed or:
God blue tat on wrist, 30, NYC

GUSTON TICKING TIMEBOMB
‘Stationary figure’ joint 
Hand to neck out for cig
pull window drape bleeding? 
Look up smoke stack, use your nose! 
Cyclops side, pink sausage sleep or:
Nights smoke out bedroom
Air diffused lavender

toss sweat snore
This week, I’m leaking

COMMUTE
Condo city homebound
mapping: terror fear rage joy shirk sane scuff

slurp gaze fist shrink tie bow fade
Minny Mouse crayon earless pilot
Tip off wage gold captain mouth
Nipple smeared 2 boob-blocks down

RISING GREEN TEETH SWORD
Pink tulip chortle 
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Shardlet turtle 
Segment flesh

In ‘kitchen dance’
Lines: note, score
Time: 5am
Red tiles, missing slabs by J. Bartlett

Thoughts POOF conversation
Clear swamp whirlpool, trip on words:
Good Stock Strange Blood – Lundy blow torch tongue crud
Speak less, more? trial error fire next! Death squad: beliefs, gum funghi, entrails past expired

What’s left or theft is song or bones
X-rated shocking to see / hear more:

Steamless, shrunk
Bleach lined, pulp
Rustling shade
No running
Fusing loss with breath

Woman thanks me baby 
Smoking toothless, phone
Wheelchaired coat, face cap
Puffy down in dark maroon

From, for, at Variety’s front table
Man scuffs floor, crinkles sheet
Man bobs legs in shorts–
Hooded, glassed, blue screen shining
Cheek tops, nose end, raised chin dip

Zee zee growing wild at my feet,
squash-thick stalks, Kombucha says Follow your gut

Our power fortifies
With spiraline, dyes, glass

Fake fermentation
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Organic nothing
Artificial

Amen
Anger

Anchor
Embossed on cap, glass parameter
All the labor time died, pre-buy 
Promo: supply, allure gut seekers 
Douse a whole mouth jug–glitter, 
Save wrappers, bring/own cup,
Commit 1 serving only 

Mobile Storage SAFE:
Red hum-tank raising
Wheels cruising Wyckoff
Hammer ceiling men on site
Same ‘work in progress’ sign

Housing Works and crouching sniff
Sniff Angels in America. Quit
Searching wedding clothes, over
Estimated THINX–new boy shorts
Blotting out gray pink McDonald’s

AZO urinary relief – no wait seats 
Pharmacy fuck-up family occupied
Curly bun: pushing handle stuck in cart
Sour sister: war-dry tears, third eye brow rays, 
slants body into chair gaps

Mom, son hunching phones
Earbud: back to school tomorrow, k? Workboot wiggles

Site stationed, $20 case included
sloppy cardigan mint hershey bark black beanie, leggings Checkout.
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My sister works for SANE 
Nursing sex abuse
Broke(n) Johns Sharpie dick face your son? On  stoop Gagged

 morning run not all women either

 
 

Always late, at least a day
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